
AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 Total

Mark 11 10 10 9 40

Level 4 4 4 3
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and 
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emerging 

competent
ability

Examiner comments:
• There is evidence that knowledge,

understanding and skills are secure and
cohesive.

• The development process displays
endeavour and engagement in the
formulation of ideas.

• The refinement of ideas and exploration
of photography and digital illustration is
purposeful and consistent to
communicate ideas.

• The visual journey demonstrates
evidence of growing technical control of
the formal elements through the creative
potential of combining and manipulating
digital applications.

• Annotation is reflective however often
descriptive but is relevant to intentions.

• The candidate’s personal response
displays a fully emerging competence in
their understanding of visual language
through the application of the formal
elements.

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
Engaged

Photography
Standard Mark –40



Georgiana
Paraschiv

I am moving on from Suzanne Saroff’s glass distortion but
taking forwards the idea of fruit. I really like the bright colour
and idea of pattern in Paraschiv’s work. I feel that I could
reflect lots of different fruit to create interesting patterns. I
could also try scanning the fruit.

I intend on responding to Paraschiv’s work by photographing
various fruit – positioning then in various ways. I will then try
to create patterns , mirroring patterns on Photoshop.

I will then experiment with colour to create bold illustrated
pieces.

Georgiana Paraschiv is a
Designer and Artist based in
Bucharest, Romania. Her work
revolves around different styles
and techniques, from drawings
and watercolours to digital
techniques.



Comparing and matching Georgiana Paraschiv’s work to the complementary colours 
from my colour wheel research.

Colour Theory Research: Complementary colours



Georgiana Paraschiv response 
I looked at Paraschiv’s work and her background colour choices. I first 
went with grey as I think the dark canvas for the pineapple highlights 
the colours nicely but I think I need to edit the bananas to be different 
vibrant colours to make a successful piece. 



Georgiana Paraschiv response – further experimenting 

I wanted to look into adding 
a drawn line effect over the 
top of the cut out filter 
bananas. I went back to the 
filter gallery and found the 
stamp filter under the sketch 
section. I decided to apply 
the filter to each banana 
separately as I wanted more 
control over the detail.  

I then used the Colour Range tool to 
remove the white from the stamp filter. 
I thought the black lines were a-bit 
harsh against the yellow so I explored 
different layer options. The overlay 
effect is quite interesting as it picked up 
on colours from the bananas and the 
lines are now shades of orange and 
brown. I may keep the lines black if I 
make the fruit different colours.   



I changed the Hue/saturation so the colours will change and I want to edit the line and use some 
other fruits and edit out the black lines by using the filter tool also I kept on banana it’s original 
colour and change the others Banana to a different colours 

What I’m going to do next 
I’m going do the same thing but with different fruit like lemons but change the side parts of the 
lemons 

Final experiment



Illustration development

I used tracing paper and a fine liner to create a drawing of the lemons, using a light pad 
make it easier to see the detail. I scanned it in and made sure it was black and white in 
Photoshop, then edited the Curves to make the lines more black and filled in, and it 
made the background more white.  This will help me to create a live trace in Illustrator.

Creating the ‘Live Trace’ and using the Live 
Paint tool in Illustrator allows me to make 
my lines very smooth and crisp.  I then am 
able to add colour with the live paint 
bucket.  I will be able to experiment with 
colour within the lines and also on the 
lines.





Colour experimentation

I wanted to explore different colour 
options, changing the line colour and 
having a darker background so the 
lemons stand out more being a lighter 
shade of yellow.

Then I wanted to experiment with 
giving the fruit a less realistic colour 
scheme, applying red, blue and green.  
I will continue to apply different 
options, and think about combining 
several different types of fruit 
together in one image.



Illustration development





Illustration development in Illustrator

I have decided to experiment more 
with my line art.  I shaded in markings 
for the light areas of the raspberries.  
I selected a lighter shade of the red 
for these highlights as I thought white 
might be too harsh and stand out too 
much from the illustration.  I then 
chose a darker shade for the outline 
to see what it would look like without 
the black outlines.



Illustration development in Photoshop

I imported it into Photoshop to experiment with 
duplicating the layer into multiple layers and rotating 
it 180 degrees and then flipping the image horizontally 
or vertically.  However I feel for this arrangement of 
fruit it hasn’t really worked this time.  I will create a 
similar layout of pattern to my artist, for example on 
the left.



Trying different colour 
schemes with quickly 
changing the hue in 
Photoshop.

Illustration 
development 
in Photoshop



First I used the black and white tool to make it have no colour to 
the image  then later use the curves tool to bold the black line of 
my image to make more visible to see the black lines.

Final piece experiment: 
one 

Second I placed the edited  image to illustrator  to 
add in the different colours to the image and  
select the image and use the Image trace tool later 
use  the  live paint tool so then I can colour in my  
images   



Final piece experiment: two 

First I used the black and white tool to make it have no colour to the 
image  then later use the curves tool to bold the black line of my image 
to make more visible to see the black lines so then use illustrator to use 
the image trace tool to let me select other parts of my image the use the 
live paint tool to place different verity of colours to my images 



First I used the black and white tool 
to make it have no colour to the 
image  then later use the curves tool 
to bold the black line of my image to 
make more visible to see the black 
lines.

Final piece experiment: three 

Second I placed the edited  
image to illustrator  to add 
in the different colours to 
the image and  select the 
image and use the Image trace 
tool later use  the  live 
paint tool so then I can 
colour in my  images   

before

after



Final piece: 
one 

I choose this image because of the ray of colours it has for this image and how I did 
is by adding different colours also place them on the out lines of the image and 
make the background and Inside of the image the same colour but outlines different 
colours  to make it have more atmosphere and have more of it’s own style  and 
creates more focus on the images 



Final piece: 
two

I choose this image because of it having an atmosphere to the image and 
makes feels like there in a sort of 90s type of thing and comic book style to it 
how edited the image is by making the background and the outlines the 
same colours  and the inside a different type of colours to make the comic 
book or 90s type of style 



Final piece: 
three 

I choose this image because of it having like a pattern to the image 
the reason I chosen those colours so it make feel that primary is 
better than secondary colours and make it into a pattern to can 
make an interesting shape and create depth to the image also 
show more atmosphere to the image it also made it have texture 
to the image by the colouring 



Final piece: mirror 

For this image I edit on Photoshop and use the 
canvas size tool to make sure that my image can be 
like a mirror which I duplicate the layer and rotated 
the image with the transform tool  to rotate them 
180 degrees to make look like it is reflecting on the 
first image also have duplicate two layer for the 
bottom part of my mirror images and rotate them 
both to reflect each other 




